
AutoDoc Transfers to Research Solutions' 
Article Galaxy Platform 
Over the past 25 years, FIZ Karlsruhe has provided the document delivery services, AutoDoc, to ensure 

fast, reliable, and copyright-compliant full-text delivery to our customers. With much consideration, we 

are excited to share that we will be transferring our service to our renowned partner, Research 

Solutions. We are confident that Research Solutions' Article Galaxy platform will provide users with an 

easy and fast document delivery service.  

Why use Article Galaxy?  
We chose to team up with Research Solutions because of the importance and speed of accessing full-

text articles. When you need to gather full-text documents from a bibliography, it needs to be simple 

and readily accessible. Article Galaxy can fulfill this request easily and quickly so your scientific 

information-gathering process is never hindered or delayed. 

 Access 100M+ Full-Text Journals: Just like AutoDoc, Research Solutions offers its users an 

almost 100% fulfillment rate of all orders. Many of which are instant via their platform.  

 Single Source for Content: Receive access to both born-digital articles and print content that will 

be digitized by our world-class content team. 

 Comprehensive Search: The search interface of Article Galaxy is designed to make finding 

articles as easy and efficient as possible with key integrations to your discovery environments 

like PubMed, Embase, Web of Science, SciFinder, etc. 

 Subscription and Token Integration: You can add your holdings data to the platform so that 

you’ll receive article-level link-outs to your licensed content. 

 Administrator Reporting and Statistics: Article Galaxy’s administrator dashboard will provide 

instant insights and exportable reports of the account history. 

 Authentication Options: Article Galaxy provides various authentication options for users, 

including self-registration and a single sign-on (SSO) option. 

 Co-Branded Homepage: Article Galaxy provides a configurable homepage, with personalization 

options for logos and links, for your library’s needs.  

 And More! 

What does Article Galaxy offer? 
Article Galaxy offers a centralized billing and global article delivery platform. With instantaneous access 

to the world's biggest catalog of journals, you can find endless full-text documents for order directly 

from any publisher. Utilizing Article Galaxy makes international document purchasing simple so that you 

can focus on what really matters: your research! 

Article Galaxy Service 
With Article Galaxy, scientific texts are easily obtained. One solution to receive all content needed.  A 

complete end-of-the month invoice ensures transparency of cost and control over budgeting. 



Try Article Galaxy Now  
For more information, visit the Research Solutions’ Article Galaxy page or email us at 

customersupport@reprintsdesk.com. 
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